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REF. ALT39907

€549,000 Apartment - Sold
Unique large apartment of 315 m² with terrace, completely renovated, with sea
views near the beach of Cala de Finestrat
Spain »  Costa Blanca »  Benidorm Poniente »  03509

4
Bedrooms  

3
Bathrooms  

315m²
Floorplan  

30m²
Terrace
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OVERVIEW

Walking distance to the beach of Cala de Finestrat,
exceptional apartment of 315 m² with sea and mountain
views, elegantly restored with 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms,
terrace and parking, pool and a tennis court.

Located 200 metres from the sea in Cala de Finestrat, this large apartment has been
completely renovated recently with good taste, offering quality finishes in each of
the rooms. The union of 2 apartments has allowed the creation of generous spaces.
The windows have been changed to obtain better thermal insulation and let the light
enter the entire property.

One of the main assets of this property is that it has a very nice sea view from the
living room, the kitchen, the master bedroom and the outside terrace and a view of
the Finestrat hills from the covered terrace. During the day, you will always find a
place to enjoy these views without being directly overlooked.

The first impression is one of elegance and comfort, the materials are of high quality,
the colours are harmonious and neutral, allowing you to add your own personal
touch to the decoration.

You will be immediately attracted by the sea view that can be admired from the living
room. The colourful kitchen opens onto a beautiful covered terrace with large
windows leading to the solarium terrace with a barbecue.

The 4 bedrooms are very spacious and the 3 en-suite bathrooms are equipped with a
walk-in shower and a bathtub for the main bathroom.

The apartment is also equipped with a secure door and reversible air conditioning.

A parking space is included in the sale price.

Finally, the building has a garden, a large swimming pool, a playground for children, a
tennis court, a football pitch and a petanque court.

There are shops, restaurants and a small supermarket around  the building.

The area is well served by public transport.

lucasfox.com/go/alt39907

Sea views, Terrace, Swimming Pool,
Concierge service, Lift, Natural light,
Parking, Well, Walk-in wardrobe, Views,
Transport nearby, Renovated, Pet-friendly,
Heating, Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Chill out area, Built-in wardrobes,
Air conditioning
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Do not hesitate to contact us for a visit.

Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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